
I’ll give you something and we’ll do it again. But in verse 35 
Jesus says again to love, do good and lend expecting nothing 
in return. Other translations read, “despairing of no one.” 

This raises a lot of questions doesn’t it? What are we getting 
back here? Loving our enemies and giving to those in need… 
what is the return? Is it just a good feeling? Is it a jewel in the 
crown? By the time you get to verse 38 it sounds like God is 
giving out lattes! (Just read it again… ) Is that what we’re 
getting? You can feel the ambiguity of the text. 

I wonder, though, if the point is there are no points. If you’re 
caught in the concern of what youre getting out of it… youre 
just that, caught. 

Love has no scorecard. 

By the end of this text the temptation may be to see God is the 
rightful scorecard holder. One way to interpret all this is to 
say, “God says throw out my scorecard and love 
unconditionally all those around me… and if I do this I get 
points from God because ‘the measure you give will be the 
measure you get back.’” If anyone is allowed to keep score 
it’s God, right? Is that what’s going on? I would venture to say 
that this is missing what’s happening here. Verse 35b “you 
will be children of the Most High; for he is kind to the 
ungrateful and the wicked.” Jesus gives some clear glimpses 
into the character of God. 

What might it mean that Jesus isn’t trying to give us more 
commandments and rules to follow, but is in fact inviting us 
into the very Trinitarian flow? This is the very love that exists 
between the Father, Son and Holy Spirit that we are 
continually invited into despite our ingratitude and 
wickedness. The irony about living into the flow of God here 
is the flow itself is the reward. 
Living further into the likeness 
and image of God is itself the 
reward! The further you walk into 
this place of loving, giving, doing 
good, the freer you become. It 
snowballs in affect as the 
measure you’ve given you later 
receive! Maybe this isn’t God 
giving us points for keeping new 
rules… as much as we are all 
invited continually into God’s 
created order that always says: 
Lend! Give! Do good! Love! 

~ Caleb Haynes, A Plain Account 

Click here to read this week’s Scriptures 
 

Lend! Give! Do good! Love! 

During Prayers of the People at our church we’ve spent 
months praying for ISIS. When we share this there is always 
a bit of “shock and awe” factor because who is “worse” than 
ISIS? But as far as enemies go, I’m not in day to day battle 
with ISIS… Something about even the term enemy can get 
us thinking about war and hand to hand combat. Maybe even 
we think to ourselves, “well I’m not so sure I have any 
enemies.” Praying for the Hitlers of the world (while 
absolutely needed) could be the very scapegoat we use to not 
face our real enemies. There are co-workers, bosses, class-
mates, even family members that might actually hold the title 
more appropriately than world terrorists. So at the beginning 
of this pericope Jesus challenges us to name our enemies. 
Where is there “hate” “curse” or “abuse”? 

Verse 29 briefly mentions turning the cheek and giving your 
shirt away with your cloak. Which I’m not spending much 
time unpacking here except to say that Jesus’ words here 
have much more to do with creative non-violence rather than 
pacifism. It’s interesting that in Matthew there is a small 
section we’ve traditionally titled “retaliation” that Jesus says 
these things along with “go the second mile.” Then follows 
in Matthew the text about loving your enemy. But here in 
Luke’s gospel these verses are more intertwined. This peeks 
interest about the creativity of actually loving those enemies 
around us. Could the love of God exist in-between pacifism 
and retaliation? Although taking this text as a whole, I 
believe Luke is weaving together a larger theme. 

By verse 30 Jesus says perhaps the most difficult thing, at 
least for me as a “good person” living in a metropolitan area 
dense with needy individuals, “give to everyone who begs 
from you…” and “if anyone takes away your goods, do no 
ask form them again.” This is some difficult stuff! Luke’s 
thrust here has more to do with loving unconditionally rather 
than necessarily finding creative non-violent solutions 
(although perhaps unconditional love can be a creative 
solution in itself!). Can you imagine if we gave to everyone 
who begged? This passage in particular, taken seriously, 
holds the power to completely upheave the political power 
dynamics of our world. 

“If you love those who love you, what credit is that to you?” 
This phrase is repeated in verses 32, 33 and 34. Most of us 
spend our time loving those who love us. We primarily exist 
in a love bubble. This is easy, Jesus says. Anyone can do 
this. Even the wicked have this on lock down. This is nothing 
more than a typical barter system. You give me something 
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Reflecting on the Word 
 

____1st Reading: Genesis 45:3-11, 15 
 

What is Joseph’s first question to his brothers? Why do 
you think Joseph’s brothers were terrified at Joseph’s self
-revealing? What does Joseph tell his brothers? What 
reason does Joseph give for being in Egypt? What does 
Joseph say God did through him? For what purpose? 
What does Joseph ask his brothers to do? How do you 
handle hurt? Think of a time someone hurt you. What was 
your reaction and response to that person when you first 
saw them after they’d hurt you? Have you given your hurt 
to God? What has God done with it? How have you seen 
God work through the events in your life? The Parkhurst 
Group 

 
____Psalm Reading: Psalm 37:1-11, 39-40  

 
The opening of Psalm 37 provides the overarching theme; 
“Fret not yourself because of evildoers.” What does it 
mean to fret? How do “evildoers” cause us to fret? The 
contrast of being “cut off” and “inheriting the land” 
provides one way to outline this psalm. Who is being cut 
off? Who is inheriting the land? How does the promise of 
those being “cut off” help us to resist fretting or getting 
upset? Verses 1-8 give several imperatives or commands 
that are intended as remedies for fretting over the deeds of 
wicked people. These commands are intended to help us 
“stop fretting” Which ones come easier for you? Which 
ones are more challenging to obey? Eagle Christian Church 

____3rd Reading: 1 Corinthians 15:35-38, 42-50  
 

These verses address the skeptics question of ‘how the 
body is raised.” Why is bodily resurrection difficult to 
understand given their low view of the body? How might 
a wrong view of the body continue to plague us today? 
How does Paul address skepticism surrounding the 
resurrection? What are the two analogies Paul uses to 
explain the resurrection? How does these two analogies 
help make plausible the resurrection? What hope do you 
find in thinking about the resurrection in terms of seeds 
and harvest? Dust and glory? How does Paul move from 
the analogies to his teaching about the resurrection? What 
are the differences the between the buried seed and the 
raised body? What comfort does this bring to you? What 
does it mean that the second Adam is a life-giving Spirit? 
Or that we will bear the image of the man of glory? Via 
Emmaus 

 
____4th Reading: Luke 6:27-38 

 
Most of us will probably agree that everybody should live 
as Jesus teaches here. Why is it so difficult to live like 
that? Would it be easier to follow the teaching of Jesus if 
he had simply said: "Be kind to your enemies!" Jesus kept 
all these rules to the letter. Why did he still have many 
enemies? What harm does hatred do to the one who 
hates? What is the basic difference between "the children 
of the Most High" and "the sinners" as they are described 
in these verses? In what respects do you resemble the 
children of the Most High and in what respects do you 
resemble the sinners? How are they mistaken who always 
complain of others not taking them into consideration? A 
great reward is promised to those who keep these 
commandments. Jesus did it, but instead of getting a 
reward he was crucified. Why? How can we learn to love 
our enemies? Glad Tidings 

 

Praying Toward Sunday 
 
Prayer Before the Prayer 
 
I want to be willing to forgive 
But I dare not ask for the will to forgive 
In case you give it to me 
And I am not yet ready 
I am not yet ready for my heart to soften 
I am not yet ready to be vulnerable again 
Not yet ready to see that there is 
humanity in my tormentor's eyes 
Or that the one who hurt me 
may also have cried 
I am not yet ready for the journey 
I am not yet interested in the path 
I am at the prayer before 
the prayer of forgiveness … 
 

~ Desmond and Mpho Tutu, The Book of Forgiving 
via Suzanne Guthrie, At the Edge of Enclosure 

Some find forgiveness difficult because they believe 
forgiving means forgetting the pain they have 
suffered. I can say unequivocally that forgiving does 
not mean forgetting the harm. It does not mean 
denying the harm. It does not mean pretending the 
harm did not happen or the injury was no as bad as it 
really was. Quite the opposite is true. The cycle of 
forgiveness can be activated and completed only in 
absolute truth and honesty. 
 
Forgiving requires giving voice to the violations and 
naming the pains we have suffered. Forgiving does 
not require that we carry our suffering in silence or be 
martyrs on a cross of lies. Forgiveness does not mean 
that we pretend things are anything other than they 
are. 

~ Desmond and Mpho Tutu, The Book of Forgiving 
via Suzanne Guthrie, At the Edge of Enclosure 
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